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Good-day Fellow Anglers 

 

As per my oral report at the meeting herewith as promised are the listing of the fish that 

were awarded records.  I still have no main computer and thus the Listings will be updated 

shortly. 

 

Seth van der Berg was the first to receive his record for the catch of a 26.10kg Red 

Steenbras/Copper.  This was taken on 10kg line class while fishing off East London. 

Seth gets the 10kg SA junior record and a catch certificate for his troubled. 

 

Fellow junior angler, Graham Burdett of Eastern Province, landed a very nice 10.90 kg 

Black Spot Kingfish while fishing for the SADSAA U19 team at the recent Gamefish 

Nationals.   The fish earns him the AA 10 kg line record as will as it is the biggest listed. 

It is potentially a World All tackle record as well. 

 

The third fish awarded a SA record, was for a very fine Garrick/Leerfish, landed by Kevin 

Tait of Ballito Ski Boat Club.  Kevin landed the 22.16kg specimen while fishing of Salt 

Rock using 17kg line.  Unfortunately is bumped  to the 24 kg category  For his SA Record 

and catch certificate. 

 

Dewald Coetzee of Southern Guateng accounted for a new All Africa record for a 8.4kg 

Rainbow Runner on 10 kg.   Unfortunately I am still, at the time of writing, waiting for 

particulars from his Association to be able to conclude the application. 

 

The same applies for a very fine 8,2kg Miss Lucy that was taken by Border Angler. 

 

I ask all Provincial Chairmen to instruct their Records Officers to get their information to 

me post haste  

 

Till the next meeting, 

 

Tight lines to you all, 
Dave 
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